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In the ancient Sumerian Texts we find an interesting passage:
"Man is born of sadness, for he is of the Blood of the Ancient Ones, but has the Spirit of the
Elder Gods breathed into him. And his heart goes to the Ancient Ones, but his mind is turned
towards the Elder Gods, and this is the war which shall be always fought, unto the last
generation of man; for the world is unnatural."

Let's pretend that you are an energy being, outside of time and space and existing in all
possibility. You can experience and witness many things but the experience is limited to
merely witnessing and never interacting. You are outside of being a part of it so nothing
can harm you and therefore you have no emotional or physical attachment to anything.
If you've spent most of your time just witnessing life there must come a time when you'd
like to experience it; the emotions, the feeling of living within matter, to touch, sense,
taste. To be a part of a planet rather than simply witnessing it.
"Man is born into sadness" because it is that emotion (and all other emotions) that we
wanted to experience. We had never felt them before so it would be something truly
amazing to experience. We think of negative emotions as being bad but if you've never
experienced them before it would be something truly incredible to feel... but there is a
cost attached to this!
It has been proven that water has memory. Blood would therefore also have memory.

“We are not a drop in the ocean, we are the ocean in a drop”
We contain and retain who we truly are. We are still connected to who we are, we always
have been.
I believe we started this experience slowly (dipping our toes into it so to speak). We
were mostly energy but started to manifest as partial matter beings to experience some
of those senses. Maybe we initially connected inside of other matter lifeforms to see
what living felt like to them.
I believe we went through a few different stages which would take far too long to talk
about here but we reached a point where we were in perfect harmony. We once had the
memory of who we truly are but we were also living within a vessel made of matter to
experience both worlds. We could switch between the two at a whim. If we wanted light
at night we could manifest it, we had complete control of the environment around us.
At some point there was possibly a conflict between those who enjoyed living in this
perfect balance and then others who wanted more power and control over the planet
they inhabited. This split would likely cause great conflict and it was at this time (I think
was in the time of Lemurians) that the first gene pool was created to protect the

knowledge and purest beings.
Once and a while (I'm talking thousands or tens of thousands of years) one of these
protectors of the gene pool would come out of their caves and try to help us back to
where we once were. They couldn't risk telling us everything because this power could
destroy just as easily as it could create. I would imagine the great war was exactly this
struggle between the two.
We were taught things like manipulating the energy, frequency and vibration of matter
to move huge objects, to change the density of matter but never went as far as to show
how we can create it.
Buried away in tunnels and caves across the planet (mostly in Tibet) we have these caves
where our ancestors, our gene pool, lay in a state of deep meditation waiting to once
again either re-start this journey or to help the people here get back closer to what we
once were.
The World is unnatural because much of it our ancestors had created. We have been
devolving for thousands of years, moving further away from what we once were and
what we once knew. The experience had much deeper holds on some than it should
have done.

What is in store for us?
The great flood was talked about in 170 ancient texts and signified an enormous
change on our planet. Humanity was almost completely wiped out. It is possible that
this was the last time in our times that one of our ancestors came out to teach us about
our past and how we should be treating each other. This man would be a gateway
between this realm and the other realm we exist in. He would be trying to steer us back
to the origins of our past in the hope that we may once again get back to where we
once were.
Fear is the most prominent emotion on this planet. Our entire way of life is fear driven.
Even religion tells us if we do not believe in the right God(s) we will burn in damnation
for all eternity.
We are constantly bombarded with negative emotions to keep our frequency low. I
believe that the higher our frequency is the more answers to questions we receive.
If we truly realized there is nothing to fear, there would be no control over us.
There will come a time again when one or more of our ancestors will once again appear
before us but I do not feel we will ever be truly free until humanity (and the control over

it) comes to a complete end (as mentioned in the quote at the start of this document)

The “Grey” Connection
If you've ever read the transcript of Maltida MacElroy's interview regarding the captured
grey alien it brings up something very interesting. I'm not saying I believe it is all truth
but in the transcript she mentions that the grey was not a biological life-form; it required
no food, no water and had no attachment or sense of pain so they couldn't torture it. It
was simply a “vessel” to hold the energy of the being inhabiting it. The energy within
this body-suit could leave the suit and return whenever it wanted to.
I believe we operate in exactly the same way; we are using these body-suits but they are
not what we truly are; they simply hold what we truly are.

We are not humans with a soul; we are a soul having a human experience.
I have taken a large dose of DMT (The amount our bodies produce at death) and I
witnessed myself dying; leaving this body and being completely free of the limitations
placed upon us. My brain could not comprehend much of what I saw because it is
outside of all imagination but... The sense of being the “real me” was overwhelming.

How do you escape reincarnation back into these body suits?
First you must understand the illusion of infinity.
Then you must understand the infinity of the illusion.

My Notes
•
•
•

Jesus's missing years in Tibet?
Mount Kailash next to two important lakes representing the Sun and the Moon
Ancient scrolls revealing Jesus living in India and Tibet?

